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Postcard from Toulouse: 1940 or 1941
Pascal with Nela Rozwadowska



Le Réseau F2

F2 was one of the largest Allied Intelligence networks in France

French intelligence networks of comparable size
• Confrérie de Notre Dame (Gilbert Renault)
• Alliance (Georges Loustaunau-Lacau and Marie-Madeleine Fourcade)

Comparisons difficult but
• F2 was the earliest to start (first radio link with London in September 1940)
• It was purely military--no political baggage--which made it attractive to many Frenchmen
• It had stricter discipline and security procedures than the French networks
• Its reports were highly structured and systematic



Three nationalities involved
Polish command
F2 was founded and led by Polish agents. It reported to Polish Military Intelligence (Oddział 2) in London.

French agents
The proportion of French men and women among F2’s agents rose from 60 percent to nearly 90 percent, 
including the chiefs of important subnetworks. 
F2’s working language was French (except at the very senior level where it was Polish)
de Gaulle’s government in London was out of the picture but, owing to F2’s tightly enforced cellular 
structure, most agents believed they were working directly for de Gaulle.

British counterparts and hosts
The British provided logistical and financial support: Lysanders for drops and pickups, BBC messages. 
Most F2 intelligence was forwarded to British intelligence, often in response to their requests.



Nature of F2
Insurrectional not mercenary
• Agents’ motives were ideology and friendship—they were not paid traitors
• Financial motive distrusted--F2 never bought information
• Full time agents were paid a salary or given tokens of recognition

An information service rather than a “spy” network
• Pascal characterized F2 as a clandestine Reuter or Havas
• Regular, systematic, collection of information by direct observation and via well-placed 

agents. Rather than sensational one-time coups, thefts, etc.
• Many specific data requests by British intelligence. 

Objectives
• Sustain full coverage of German military, air force, naval and industrial activity in France
• Endure until the allied invasion. Prudence d’abord, efficacité ensuite.



F2 timeline
Sept 1940-Dec 1942
Ekspozytura F and Réseau Marine 
start work in September 1940. 
They merge in February 1941, 
under the name Ekspozytura F.

Feb 1943-Sept 1944
The head of Ekspozytura F was
arrested in December 1942. The 
network was rebooted in February 
under the name Ekspozytura F2.

Réseau F2 and Ekspozytury F/F2
Le Réseau F2 is a name used after 
the war for the two Ekspozytury
plus, for a short period, Armand’s 
Reseau Interallié/Famille. The number of active agents rose to 1739 in September 1944. Another 445 

were arrested (115 shot), and 474 were hidden, evacuated or lost. The gross 
number of registered agents was 2513. (Medrala)



31 Dec 1939 Rozwadowski arrives in France
Apr-Jun 1940 Battle of France wit Grenadiers. Lorraine

Bicycles to Toulouse after fall of France. Demobilized.
Aug 1940 Works on Evacuation Perpignan
Jun 1941 Adjutant to General Kleeberg Marseille
Dec 1941 Joins F part-time with Sliwinski (Jean-Bol)
Feb 1942 F becomes full-time job. Political intelligence Nice
Jul 1942 Shifts to military intelligence
Dec 1942 Promoted to sub-lieutenant
Christmas 1942 F’s leader, Jean-Bol, and his team arrested
Jan 1943 Pascal takes interim command
Feb 1943 Pascal travels to Switzerland to restore contact with London

F becomes F2 
From Feb 1943 } Pascal Deputy Chief of F2 Nice-Lyon-
to liberation      } and head of its Intelligence Service Paris-Nancy

Pascal timeline, 1940-44

Photo: 1940



Early Days:
F/Marine 1940-42

A family affair

This chart shows two Rozwadowskis:
• Pascal – Wincenty Jordan-Rozwadowski
• Tor—Wiktor Jordan-Rozwadowski
Later there were others:
• Janka Filliol
• Tadzio Heinrich
• Janusz Rozwadowski (Réseau S)

This was not unusual. There were similar 
family clusters around Lasocki, Śliwinski
and others. Note also that Calixte was 
Ladislas Potocki.
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F2: Pascal on the move: 1943-44
Blue arrow: reports to subnetwork HQ Zigzag with arrows is a wireless receiver/transmitter
Red arrow: reports to Pascal’s HQ Red flag is Pascal
Green arrow: report to London via Grenoble or Spain Red box is Research Department

Nice 
December 1941 to July 1943

Lyon
July 1943 to April 1944

Paris
April to August 1944



F2 at full strength: “D” Day 1944
About 1700 agents
Research Department in Paris
4 regional subnetworks
7 wireless stations (subnetwork Carbo)
3 air pick-up teams
Network of couriers and letter boxes

Biweekly reports 800+ pages
Wireless transmissions 

Full coverage of 
• Ports 
• Army
• Aviation
• Order of Battle



F2: Final phase:
August 1944
Anticipating the liberation of Paris, Pascal 
moves his HQ to Nancy on 13 August.

Communications have been interrupted by the 
front and by maquis sabotage of trains. Bicycle
use intensified—some heroic bike rides. 
Subnetworks reporting by radio

Pascal-Los correspondence. During this period 
there was a lively correspondence between 
Pascal and his deputy Los (Stanisław Lasocki), 
one half of which survives (see next slide). 
Letters were carried by Pascal’s courier Françoise 
Muller “la belle meunière” who crossed the 
front several times, taking fire from both sides.



Pascal-Los correspondence late 1944
(Le lion en cage à l’ours en liberté)

From Lolette’s archive



Pascal’s security instructions—early 1944  
Pascal insisted on a rigorous adherence to security procedures. The next slide shows instructions he issued in anticipation of

the Allied landings.

Mottos: Prudence d’abord, Efficacité ensuite (Prudence first, effectiveness afterwards)

Parler c’est trahir et trahir c’est mourir (To speak is to betray, to betray is to die)

General Principles:

1. Complete anonymity of members and their addresses

2. Absolute compartmentalization of distinct cells

3. Avoid chatting. Don’t enter into conversation with unknown people or even those not affiliated.

4. Personal hygiene and work hygiene (FR: Don’t carry anything linking you to the network )

5. Know as little as possible about the network.

6. If it smells bad, don’t try and accomplish the mission at all costs but withdraw prudently unless ordered otherwise.

7. Taking precautions does not mean being a coward.

8. Always be ready for a problem, a tail, a search, an unexpected interrogation

9. Above all, survive.

10. Remember the promises you made when entering the service.



Pascal’s Security Instructions

From Lolette’s archive



Security: A set of forged identity papers
Sylvie Andrée Martinet was actually Charlotte d’Ardenne de Tizac, Lolette, Pascal’s secretary

Bicycle registration
Main ID

Blank ID
to be filled
out if needed



Wireless transmission

Wireless transmission was handled by a subnetwork (Carcial) with its own couriers, 
security service, “pianists”, workshops.  According to Jan Zamojski this freestanding radio 
unit was unique.

Two-way radios manufactured by Polish workshops in England (the shop that produced 
Enigma replicas before the war) or locally by Carcial. 

Elaborate system of broadcast schedules, handshakes, call signals

Duel with German direction-finding vans and walkers. Multiple locations, broadcast in 
series. Rapid setup. Guards and lookouts. 15 minute rule. F2 knew where the vehicles were 
garaged, their description and registration.



Written reports
Reports running 400-800 pages were sent 
every two weeks

They were systematic and followed a fixed 
structure for ease of use—see the table of 
contents to the right.

All information was cross checked by 
Research Department.  All sources 
identified. 

Microfilmed and sent in duplicate or 
triplicate:
• via Switzerland
• via Spain
• via air pickup (when possible)



Pages from a written report during the battle of France:

Subnetwork Metro, Sector Toto: 3.8.44



German counterintelligence attack on F2

• Gestapo notes on agents (Lyon, August 1944)
• 57 pages and 471 entries
• But much of it was out of date

• Radio intercepts and decrypts
• More than 1000 decrypted messages
• But many were decrypted with very long lags 6-12 months or more
• All the decrypts were Grenoble and Bern traffic-–none from other stations

• Many arrests and deaths
• 401 arrested o/w 115 died
• 518 evacuated, hidden, lost contact



Gestapo’s notes on Pascal 
(Lyon, August 1944?)

German original Translation into Polish



Pascal’s notes on Gestapo

215.  ROZWADOWSKI.  Details exact except for the house numbers. Apparently the 
result of the testimonies of Kot and Kalo. All data were already obsolete at the time 
they were disclosed to the Germans.

Scenting danger, Pascal quit Lyon for Paris in April
“Paris est grand; on peut s’y perdre” 



Gestapo report on Łucki
After arresting Łucki ask immediately for

Hermes
Franc
Vincent
Charles

These were all false identities or code names of Pascal



Enciphered codes
Step 1: Code book (like a dictionary)

Replace each word with a number
F2 used Polish codes and French codes

Step 2: Cipher table with key.
Code books alone are easy to break so the 
coded message is “enciphered” in a second 
step. To encipher, a coded message, add a 
random number to each code number. 

Enciphered codes are secure if the cipher table (which 
contains the random additives) is long and the 
enciphered messages are short. But London, which 
was in charge of encryption, kept cipher tables and 
codes in use too long. So a lot of F2 correspondence 
was read by the Germans, though often with long 
delays. Cipher table “S”, used by Pascal in August 1944



Pascal asks us to tell you the following: The 
elements of the connection between 1 and 9 have 
been entered into the conduct of Luis. From 16.6 on 
I will restart traffic on the basis of new elements 
and table "S" of code 666 or Midi.

Chief of 2nd Bureau of Staff

An OKW/Chi decrypt
(OKW/Chi was the Cipher Department of German 
Military High Command.

From Oddzial 2 London to F2 HQ in Grenoble
Date of transmission: 17 June 1944
Date of VN 23 August 1944
Code used: P10



F2’s achievement

F2 sustained severe damage from German counterintelligence but it 
always recovered quickly and resumed its work. 

• During 1940-1944 it kept London informed on the German order of 
battle in France and on significant developments in industry and 
politics.
• It was fully operational when the Allies landed in June 1944.



Postcard from Paris, 26 August 1944 

Lolette

Tadzio
Heinrich

100 staff from F2’s HQ gathered on the roof of the 3rd

building on the left from the Champs Elysées. There 
was a burst of machine gun fire from two roofs away 
and Leclerc’s tanks returned fire. On the order of Los 
(who took this picture) F2 staff descended calmly, as 
the picture shows. At the time Pascal was still behind 
the lines in Nancy.

Meanwhile, 
on the street below…



Knights of the golden pin
F2 did not buy information. Full time agents 
were paid salaries.

Agents who were independently wealthy 
were not paid but given gifts—Rolex watches 
or Parker pens or Dunhill lighters.

Some agents became “chevaliers de l’épingle
d’or”—knights of the golden pin. Pascal 
viewed this as his personal decoration. After 
the war the agents reciprocated and 
awarded him a golden pin.

Pascals’ pin has dates 15.2.43-15.2.44. 

At the end of the war F2 agents were 
awarded decorations by the Poles, the 
French and the British. Widows of fallen 
agents were given pensions.



Pascal’s Decorations
Virtuti Militari, MBE, Legion d’Honneur, Croix de Guerre



New information on F2

Recent discoveries
• Letters and Security Instructions preserved 

by Lolette (Charlotte d’Ardenne de Tizac, 
Pascal’s secretary).

• Decrypts of F2 correspondence from the 
Archives of OKW/Chi (Supreme Command 
of Wehrmacht, Cipher Department). 

• Gaweł collection at the Sikorski Institute

Lolette’s archive, filed in a box of Pastilles


